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Fed Talks: The Taper Non-Tantrum

• Taper Talk at Jackson Hole
• Expect the Fed to begin the process of gradually tapering its balance

sheet, which should not be disruptive for markets

• The Wave of Worry (Delta Variant)
• Investors should monitor the trajectory of the variant, but should not yet

expect materially disruptive government restrictions

• Fiscal Front Progress
• Fiscal outcomes appear to be narrowing, as a down-sized package with

less stimulus and taxes appears increasingly likely
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Taper Talk at Jackson Hole

• Powell’s Much Awaited Speech. At last week’s Jackson Hole Economic Policy
Symposium, Fed Chair Jerome Powell predominantly echoed the message from the July
FOMC Minutes, that tapering is likely to begin later this year so long as the economy
remains on its current recovery trajectory. Powell went out of his way to specifically
emphasize that the coming reduction in asset purchases should not be linked to the
timing of interest rate hikes, which was a well-received message from investors.

• Normalization is Needed. During the 2008/2009 financial crisis, the Federal Reserve
expanded its toolkit to include both short-term interest rates and the direct bond
purchases. The Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta tracks the Wu-Xia Shadow Federal Funds
Rate, a measure that attempts to quantify just how stimulative those two operations are
in combination, by converting the bond purchases to an equivalent reduction in the fed
funds rate. As it stands now, the asset purchases of the last year and a half drove the
Shadow Rate to a negative ~2%, a deviation that the Fed will have to eventually reverse.

• Don’t Fear the Taper. The impact of a 2021 start to tapering is not likely to be quite as
material an event as some believe. Tapering expectations have only moved forward
from early 2022 to late 2021, a change that amounts to a relatively small tweak in the
projected size and shape of the Fed’s balance sheet. Unlike the 2013 taper tantrum,
during which investors incorrectly worried that the Fed would swiftly withdraw liquidity,
the Federal Reserve intends to clearly communicate its plan before commencing,
allowing the market time to digest the changes.

Expect the Fed to begin the process of gradually tapering its 
balance sheet, which should not be disruptive for markets

Chart of the Week:

U.S. Monetary Policy Should Eventually Normalize

*Federal Open Market Committee



Fiscal Front Progress

• House Passes Budget. Last week, the House narrowly passed a $3.5T budget resolution
that paves the way for negotiations on a reconciliation bill focused on Democratic
priorities (e.g., childcare, education, healthcare and climate change). The big
question going forward is where the headline figure for the reconciliation bill will
ultimately settle, as centrist Democrats in the Senate have already balked at the $3.5T
price tag. The sizing of the spending portion will then inform the size and scope of any
new taxes to offset.

• Awaiting Vote on Infrastructure. In order to mollify Democratic centrists, Pelosi agreed to
place a Sept 27th deadline on the $1 trillion bipartisan infrastructure bill, which only
awaits the House’s approval. The bipartisan bill includes $550 billion in new funding on
roads and bridges, water infrastructure and expanding broadband access, among
other projects, while also reauthorizing existing federal infrastructure programs.

• Bigger Picture → Less Stimulus. As the bipartisan infrastructure deal and reconciliation
bill continue to make their way through Washington D.C., investors will gain more clarity
into prospective tax hikes and spending initiatives. The likelihood of significant tax hikes
through reconciliation are decreasing; however, investors should also consider that
spending from the bipartisan infrastructure and reconciliation bills would be spread
over a longer timespan, making it far less stimulative than previous COVID-related bills.
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The Wave of Worry (Delta Variant)

• COVID Resurgence. COVID-19 cases are on the rise in the U.S., as the spread of the
Delta variant (which is said to be more than twice as contagious as other variants)
pushes the seven-day average of new case counts to 156k. Hospitalizations have
reached a level not seen since January and fatality rates are trending higher, though
the fatality rate for those infected remains much lower than that of the prior surge.

• The Status of Herd Immunity. According to the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC), low vaccination coverage in some communities is driving the
current rapid surge in cases, which also increases the chances that more variants
could emerge. It appears that the southern states are bearing the brunt of this new
wave in cases. Although 42 states now appear to have more than 70% of their
population immune through vaccination or prior infection, the threshold now needed
to provide a reasonable defense against the Delta variant may now be higher.

• What to Watch. Investors should continue to keep an eye on trends in COVID-related
hospitalizations and deaths for signs that new variants are once again placing pressure
on healthcare facilities, since a resurgence in those metrics could cause some states to
reimpose restrictions that could potentially drag economic activity lower. However, this
time around, economic restrictions may be more temperate in nature than those
imposed during previous waves. It does not yet appear that economic reopening
trends have regressed, though investors should continue to monitor trends.

Investors should monitor the trajectory of the variant, but should 
not yet expect materially disruptive government restrictions

Fiscal outcomes appear to be narrowing, as a down-sized 
package with less stimulus and taxes appears increasingly likely
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